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Abstract Changing HIV-related behaviors requires

addressing the individual, dyadic, and structural influences

that shape them. This supplement of AIDS & Behavior

presents frameworks that integrate these three influences

on behavior. Concepts from these frameworks were

selected to model the processes by which structural factors

affect individual HIV-related behavior. In the Inclusion/

Exclusion Model, material and symbolic inclusions and

exclusions (sharing versus denying resources) regulate

individuals’ ability and motivation to detect, prevent, and

treat HIV. Structural interventions create inclusions that

increase one’s ability or motivation to perform these

behaviors or exclusions that hinder one’s ability or moti-

vation to execute counterproductive behaviors. The need to

expand research regarding multilevel influences on HIV-

related behavior is also discussed, particularly concerning

further understanding of sustained behavior change and

effective dissemination of evidence-based intervention

strategies.

Keywords Structural factors � Motivation �
Behavioral skills � HIV prevention � Behavior
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Approximately 33 million people worldwide are living

with HIV and nearly three million new infections occur

every year [1]. In the U.S., more than one million indi-

viduals are infected with the virus, with roughly 21% of

HIV positive individuals unaware of their infection [2].

HIV is transmitted through direct contact with bodily fluids

and does not survive for long outside of the body. Given

the virus’ fragility outside of the body, transmission

depends on behaviors that are shaped by and take place

within close interpersonal relationships. Once infection

occurs, HIV diagnosis and treatment are initiated and

maintained within interpersonal and social contexts as well.

Therefore, understanding HIV diagnosis, prevention, and

treatment requires an understanding of multilevel influ-

ences on behaviors in these complex social contexts.

To reduce HIV rates and promote diagnosis and treat-

ment among those affected, researchers have developed

theoretical frameworks upon which behavioral interven-

tions were modeled. More than 25 years of HIV behavioral

research has revealed that to achieve lasting and sustain-

able behavior change, interventions should address differ-

ent levels of influences that interact to shape HIV-related

behaviors. These include (a) an individual level that cap-

tures the motivations that affect behavioral decisions and

the skills to enact such decisions; (b) an interpersonal level

that captures the affective, normative, and cognitive pro-

cesses that take place within the immediate social context

where HIV-related behaviors occur; and (c) a structural

level that captures the normative, material, and social

conditions that facilitate or inhibit HIV-related behaviors

within more immediate social spaces.

In this supplement of AIDS & Behavior, three teams of

experts in HIV behavioral research present theoretical

frameworks that address each of the three levels of influ-

ences on HIV-related behavior and examine its relation to
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each of the other levels. In this paper, we summarize and

compare the frameworks and present a model that high-

lights the dynamics of the relations between the structural

and individual levels of influences and their implications

for interventions in the HIV domain.

Multilevel Frameworks of HIV-Related Behavior

Benjamin Karney, Blair Johnson, and Carl Latkin led the

teams that developed the multidimensional frameworks

described in this supplement. Karney et al.’s framework

emphasizes the dyadic and family context of HIV-related

behavior [3]. The framework suggests that understanding

the nature of potential dyadic relationships and increasing

the dyad’s capacity for successful coordination facilitate

safer sex decision-making. According to Karney and col-

leagues, there are six elements of dyadic relationships that

can impact HIV transmission: trust, intimacy, satisfaction,

communication, commitment, and power. Partners will be

more likely to engage in effective HIV prevention behavior

if they trust each other, have a high level of intimacy, are

satisfied with the relationship, communicate well, and are

committed to each other. The power dynamics of a rela-

tionship may also impact the likelihood of engaging in HIV

risk behavior. Whereas high-powered individuals retain

more direct influence over dyadic decision-making and

may be more effective at encouraging either safe or risky

behavior, low-powered individuals could exert a more

indirect influence (for example, by concealing relevant

information such as HIV status) [3]. Furthermore, the

factors that impact the decision to engage in HIV-risk

behavior differ based on the quality of the relationship

(e.g., the degree to which the partners demonstrate trust,

intimacy, satisfaction, and communication within their

relationship). Partners engaged in committed relationships

exhibit stronger mutual influences than partners engaged in

less committed relationships, such that the character of the

relationship itself shapes the decision to engage in safe or

unsafe behavior. In these dyads, the decision to engage in

safe or unsafe behavior is determined by the personal

motivations, abilities, and environments of both individuals

[3]. Therefore, it is crucial to examine the quality of any

existing dyadic relationships in an individual’s life before

choosing an appropriate course of action for HIV preven-

tion. Although improving relationship quality and com-

munication is likely to be beneficial in committed

relationships, targeting personal motivation and ability is

more likely to benefit individuals in uncommitted

relationships.

Johnson et al.’s network-individual-resource framework

[4] highlights the influence of the individual’s network on

his/her HIV-related behavior. A network is defined as two

or more individuals who share a characteristic and

momentarily or permanently interact. Networks may con-

sist of dyads (such as sexual partners), families, peer

groups, schools, neighborhoods, or entire communities.

Networks contain actual or potential mental and physical

resources that encourage risky or protective behaviors.

Thus, healthy networks reduce risk for HIV by providing

social support, medical care, financial resources, or secure,

supportive partners. However, networks embodying hedo-

nism may increase HIV risk by promoting risky behavior.

As an example, hedonic network norms may endorse risky

drug injection practices or unprotected sexual encounters

with a variety of risky partners.

Because individuals cope with their environments by

seeking and utilizing resources, the adequacy and avail-

ability of resources in a given network greatly impact the

success of HIV-prevention efforts. As members of net-

works place the most value on resources that satisfy their

most immediate needs, the intrinsic motivation for any

given activity (such as drugs or sex) may outweigh the

motivation for safety. Therefore, HIV-prevention efforts

will be more effective to the degree to which they match

the network’s environment. Thus, network-level interven-

tions can enhance HIV prevention efforts in multiple ways;

for example, they could encourage students to sign up for

intervention sessions with friends [5] or, conversely, sep-

arate students from their friends when the group engages in

risky behaviors [6].

Latkin et al.’s framework of structural influences [7]

describes how structural factors that are external to the

individual and outside of their control can affect HIV-

related behaviors. According to Latkin and colleagues, the

social structural system is characterized by six dimensions

that influence and are influenced by each other at various

levels. These dimensions include four different forms of

social and material power (technology, resources, formal,

and informal social influence), as well as the physical and

social settings in which power is produced and distributed.

All dimensions can operate at different levels of breadth

and distance from individual behavior. There are macro

level factors such as culture, policy, and economic class,

meso level factors such as communities and local service

organizations, and micro level factors such as the envi-

ronment in a particular clinic. Relationships among levels

and dimensions can be reciprocal and all elements may

function as a system of influences with emergent properties

and feedback loops.

Structural factors can impact HIV-relevant behavior

directly, via access to resources, or indirectly, through

social interactions and motivational processes. Moreover,

the different dimensions and levels of these factors may

exert direct or indirect mutual influence. Thus, a meso-

level factor such as a community organization might
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impact a micro-level variable such as an individual’s per-

sonal social network, whereas a macro-level factor such as

societal gender definitions might directly impact the nature

of a dyad’s sexual practices.

According to Latkin and colleagues, investigators must

examine how the six dimensions specified in their frame-

work relate to specific problems, programs, behaviors, or

populations and use that information to identify the

appropriate level to target for intervention. For example, a

macro-level intervention could work to deconstruct, cri-

tique, and replace existing belief systems about risk

behavior, gender, or social norms. Interventionists could

also lobby to change existing political structures, revise

policies, or redistribute financial and technological

resources. A meso-level intervention could work to diffuse

risky networks (thereby discouraging the endorsement of

unsafe behavioral norms) or create special housing devel-

opments for drug users or other risky populations. Finally,

a micro-level intervention could target specific spaces or

personal social networks with the objective of changing

norms and increasing the safety of the surrounding

environment.

A comparison of the three frameworks shows several

similarities. Unsurprisingly, Latkin et al.’s structural level

framework is the most comprehensive, integrating factors

that range from the individual level to broad institutional

structures. Although not as broad, Johnson et al.’s frame-

work still incorporates dyads and larger networks in addi-

tion to individual-level factors. Karney et al.’s framework

is the most focused of the three, primarily concentrating on

the relationships between the individual and the dyadic

level.

All of the frameworks described in this issue acknowl-

edge that the social and environmental context of HIV

transmission, whether it is proximal or distal, can facilitate

or deter the detection, prevention, and treatment of HIV. In

all cases, social and environmental influences can provide

resources (either material or psychosocial) or constrain

individual motivation and agency. For example, Latkin

et al.’s framework proposes that social influences regulate

the distribution of resources that affect HIV-related

behaviors through physical access or psychological moti-

vation to use those resources. Similarly, Johnson et al.’s

framework posits that mental and material resources in a

network can be aligned with or work against behaviors that

either encourage or deter the detection, prevention, and

treatment of HIV.

Both Latkin and Johnson propose complex bidirectional

relationships among individuals and networks, although

Latkin and colleagues also address relationships among

networks and broader structures whose influence on indi-

vidual behavior may be more indirect or uncertain. All of

the frameworks suggest that influences among levels are

multidirectional. Latkin et al.’s and Johnson et al.’s

frameworks, in particular, underline the importance of

observing contexts that are broader than individuals’ close

networks yet more immediate than macro-level policies

and legislatures. These intermediate levels of influences

may facilitate an integration of the processes by which

more distal influences affect behavior, although, as in

Latkin et al.’s framework, they may also have a more direct

effect on health outcomes.

The frameworks in this supplement recognize the

importance of proximal dyadic and close relationships that

affect HIV-related behaviors. Karney et al.’s framework

identifies how to improve relationship quality between

partners and coordinate successful interactions to create

positive HIV-related responses. Interestingly, all three

frameworks emphasize trust as a moderator of the impact

of the social context on behavior. On a dyadic level, trust

within a relationship is an important determinant of HIV

preventive measures. Within a broader social network, trust

in the leadership and rules of the network can also influ-

ence the impact of these factors on HIV-related outcomes.

On a structural level, trusting governmental policies, pre-

vention messages, and local service providers predicts

effective diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of HIV.

Therefore, trust merits more focus in multilevel interven-

tions to prevent HIV.

We now offer an integration that incorporates key ele-

ments from the described frameworks but represents an

attempt to make dynamic directional predictions of the

processes that occur at the individual and structural levels.

The coming sections describe this perspective and are

followed by a discussion about the importance of multi-

level models in understanding sustainable behavior change

and disseminating interventions to different settings and

populations. A classification of HIV related interventions

based on this model follows this presentation.

The Inclusion–Exclusion Model

The System Surrounding Human Behavior

Human behaviors, including those that are relevant to HIV

infection and AIDS care, occur within a system [8, 9]. A

system consists of inputs, processes, and outcomes, and is

defined as an arrangement of elements (organizations,

people, materials, and procedures) associated with a par-

ticular function or outcome. Systems vary in size and

complexity (e.g., society, neighborhood, risk group), and

these aspects are defined by the observer based on his or

her goal. Interconnectedness and element diversity in a

system also vary; more complex systems have a greater

diversity of elements that become hierarchically organized,
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as is the case with the systems that surround human

behavior.

Elements and Hierarchy in the System

Identifying the elements of any system involves a con-

struction in which aspects are selected based on a particular

goal or point of view. In the case of HIV relevant behavior,

for example, a common goal is to detect, prevent, or treat

HIV in individuals. The system organized around this

behavior can be defined as a hierarchy of elements, as in our

Social Inclusion and Exclusion Model in Fig. 1. On top of

this hierarchical chain are elements that are unlikely to be

modified by individual behavior. On the bottom of the

hierarchical chain is individual behavior, which is more

likely to be influenced by the upper level factors than

influence them. In our model, the relative position of the

elements of a system is not an intrinsic property of the ele-

ments, but rather something that is unique to each system.

For example, macro-level elements like the economy and

climate are relatively independent of an individual’s

behavior and indirectly influence individual behavior.

However, in a small village, an economic innovation by a

single individual may potentially transform the village’s

economy. The economy is therefore less ‘structural’ when

individuals control the economy than when they do not. This

point illustrates that our model describes a fluid continuum in

which elements are organized hierarchically but there are no

fixed ‘levels,’ nor is it possible to produce a unique or

complete list of the elements in such levels. Therefore,

Postulate 1. The system for detection, prevention, and

treatment of HIV comprises a hierarchical chain of

elements going from structural to individual. The position

of an element in the hierarchy depends on the degree to

which this element influences the other elements relative to

the degree to which it is influenced by the other elements.

More structural elements exert more influence than they

receive, whereas individual elements receive more influ-

ence than they exert. Therefore, this continuum and the

placement of elements are likely to be variable across

systems.

In our fluid hierarchical chain displayed in Fig. 1, some

elements are more structural whereas others are more

individual. Examples of more structural factors are HIV

prevalence, gender, race/ethnicity, policies, laws, economic

conditions, science and technology (e.g., biomedical devi-

ces and electronic networking), physical spaces (e.g.,

bathhouses, crack houses/shooting galleries, sex-work

establishments, drug-user apartments, deteriorated neigh-

borhoods, etc.), social networks, and dyads, as well as

politics and community mobilization. In terms of individ-

ual factors, we define individual behavior as actions

determined by either ability or motivation or both, which

are themselves determined by two sets of factors: actual

and symbolic inclusion and exclusion. Actual inclusion/

exclusion by other individuals, groups, or institutions entail

the sharing or denial of material resources that can directly

affect behavioral ability. For example, exclusion from

valuable resources (e.g., condoms, money, and health care)

or social contact (e.g., incarceration, geographic isolation)

can directly impact the ability to detect, prevent, and treat

HIV. Symbolic inclusion and exclusion comprise sharing

or denial of intangible resources such acceptance, love, and

recognition, as well as absence or presence of disapproval,

Fig. 1 Social inclusion and

exclusion model
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hate, or indifference. Symbolic exclusion and inclusion

directly influence the motivation to detect, prevent, and treat

HIV when, for example, proposing condom use triggers

rejection from sexual partners. In addition, the perspective

of receiving or losing valuable resources such as money or

health care, or the perspective of being physically isolated or

surrounded by others, can act as potent motivators. There-

fore, in our model, actual exclusion and inclusion influence

the ability to detect, prevent, and treat HIV.

Postulate 2. There are a variety of relatively structural

factors that can influence individual behavior. Any such

influence on behavior is mediated by actual and/or sym-

bolic inclusion/exclusion, which themselves influence

ability and/or motivation. No structural factor can influence

behavior without going through either or both of these

paths.

Note that the bottom portion of our model (see Fig. 1)

shares characteristics of other psychological models such

as the information-motivation-behavioral-skills model, the

reasoned action approach, and the social cognitive theory.

Overall, these include motivational elements (e.g., inten-

tions associated with attitudes, norms, and beliefs) and a

control element (control perceptions, self-efficacy, skills)

[10–14]. In our model, ability entails the actual power to

execute a behavior, which is determined by social inclusion

(availability of information and behavioral skills, financial

and instrumental resources, and access) and social exclu-

sion (physical exclusion, exclusion from valuable resources

and decision making processes). Motivation is the intention

and commitment to perform a behavior; it overlaps with the

motivational component of the information-motivation-

behavioral-skills model and the attitudes, norms, inten-

tions, and perceived control components of the reasoned

action approach [11]. Thus, motivation in our model

includes affective, cognitive, and normative determinants

of behavior.

As we explain in the upcoming sections, not all inter-

ventions influence both ability and motivation, but many

do. For example, community-based interventions designed

to empower women to protect themselves from HIV [15,

16] may influence both ability and motivation to negotiate

condom use [17, 18]. Moreover, increasing motivation can

also increase the effort and persistence associated with

somebody who is able to succeed at a goal. Increased

motivation can also increase resource seeking, ultimately

influencing ability. For example, a structural factor that

influences exposure to HIV-prevention counseling could

involve incorporating motivational videos into the waiting

rooms of sexually-transmitted-infection clinics [19]. In this

case, the motivation to prevent HIV may trigger a decision

to seek out the necessary behavioral skills, which in turn

facilitate prevention behavior.

Dynamics within the System

Any change or modification of the state of a system can be

described in relation to the observer’s goal (in this case, the

detection, prevention, and treatment of HIV). The influence

of a structural factor on a more individual factor can

facilitate or hinder detection, prevention, and treatment of

HIV. This notion is useful for classifying behavioral

interventions and analyzing the plausibility of Postulate 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, structural interventions can have an

effect on behavior by increasing abilities that facilitate

detection, prevention, and/or treatment or decreasing abil-

ities that hinder detection, prevention, and/or treatment. In

addition, structural interventions can have an effect on

behavior by increasing motivation to engage in detection,

prevention, and treatment (e.g., increasing the motivation

to use condoms), or decreasing motivations to avoid

detection, prevention, and treatment (e.g., reducing the

motivation to maximize sexual pleasure).

Postulate 3. Individual behavior and the influence of

more structural factors on individual factors can be in line

with or opposed to the goal of HIV detection, prevention,

and treatment. Therefore, interventions to increase detec-

tion, prevention, and treatment can either increase the

ability and motivation for detection, prevention, and

treatment, or decrease the ability and motivation to avoid

detection, prevention, and treatment.

These outcomes are described in Fig. 2. The left column

represents individuals’ ability to detect, prevent, and treat

HIV and the right column the motivation to detect, prevent,

and treat HIV. The upper-left quadrant describes structural

interventions designed to influence behavior by enhancing

people’s ability to detect, prevent, and treat HIV. Examples

of these interventions involve increasing resources needed

to conduct the desired behavior, including community and

outreach HIV-testing interventions, condom distribution

[17, 18, 20, 21], and implementation of routine HIV testing

Fig. 2 Examples of interventions that address ability and motivation
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in health care settings [22–27]. The lower-left quadrant

includes interventions that influence behavior by reducing

people’s abilities to hinder the detection, prevention, and

treatment of HIV. For instance, these interventions impede

or constrain risk behavior by limiting or prohibiting the

spaces and times in which people develop risky activities.

Examples of these interventions include closing or modi-

fying bathhouses or drug-injection sites [28–30].

The upper-right quadrant of Fig. 2 represents interven-

tions that increase motivation to conduct desirable behav-

iors involving the detection, prevention, and treatment of

HIV. These interventions often involve increasing the

actual or perceived benefits of the desired behavior as well

as removing actual or perceived barriers to the desired

behavior [11]. Setting services for anonymous HIV testing

[31], for example, addresses potent motivational barriers

such as anticipated stigma by satisfying the need to

maintain HIV testing private. Providing monetary incen-

tives for HIV testing and HIV-prevention interventions can

also be used to motivate reluctant individuals [32, 33].

Finally, structural interventions can decrease the moti-

vation to conduct behaviors that are inconsistent with

detection, prevention, and treatment of HIV. These inter-

ventions are represented in the lower-right quadrant of

Fig. 2. Examples include interventions that create negative

norms toward risky behavior, such as peer-led interven-

tions delivered in schools [34] and 100% condom use

campaigns [35, 36]. In essence, by operating on a social

network, these interventions foster symbolic sanctions of

risky behavior. Moreover, structural interventions that pose

spatial or financial limits to a risky behavior (e.g., smok-

ing) may limit not only the ability but also the motivation

to pursue the risky behavior under the new set of conditions

(e.g., higher price).

Describing the effects of an element on another element

requires the concept of feedback. Feedback is defined by

mutual influences between two elements, such that if

A influences B, B also influences A. Positive feedback is

defined as an element exerting an influence that amplifies a

prior deviation. For example, if a symbolic sanction is

effective at changing the behavior of a target person, the

behavior change may stimulate stronger sanctions that are

now known to be effective. Another example is how the

promotion of HIV testing for pregnant women can reduce

prenatal and natal care in an attempt to avoid the test and

stigmatizing consequences of an HIV diagnosis [37].

Negative feedback is defined as an element exerting an

influence that reduces a prior deviation. For instance, a

neighborhood with an increase in teenage risk behavior

may set up a condom-provision program that reduces

teens’ risky behavior to its baseline levels, without a fur-

ther risk decrease as would be the case with positive

feedback.

Following Fig. 2, structural interventions should seek to

either amplify positive effects on motivation and ability to

detect, prevent, and/or treat HIV, or amplify negative

effects on motivations and abilities that hinder behaviors

opposed to the detection, prevention, and/or treatment of

HIV. Negative feedback should be particularly useful for

interventions designed to reduce the motivation or ability

to perform behaviors opposing detection, prevention, and/

or treatment of HIV. However, many of the interventions

aimed at correcting a deviation may also seek to maximize

other outcomes such as increasing mental health. For

example, opening an STI clinic can try to reduce infections

but also function as a channel for ensuring mental-health

treatment in at-risk populations. Therefore, most interven-

tions probably target both positive and negative feedback

effects.

Postulate 4. Feedback among the elements of the system

can either amplify or correct a deviation in HIV detection,

prevention, and/or treatment. Some interventions seek to

amplify deviations whereas others seek to correct

deviations.

The elements in the social inclusion and exclusion

model can have connections that are sometimes random

and that can be either loose or tight. Loose connections

emerge when there is a higher number of mediating con-

nections as well as weak connections [8]. In these cases,

elements influence each other occasionally, negligibly,

and/or eventually [38]. Connections can also be loose

because of the independence of an element or group of

elements within a whole (no mutual connections between a

given part and the whole). In our fluid hierarchy, the upper,

more structural elements are loosely connected to the

mediating elements of actual and symbolic exclusion/

inclusion as well as ability, motivation, and behavior. In

contrast, the lower elements of actual and symbolic

exclusion/inclusion, as well as ability and motivation, are

tightly connected to behavior.

Postulate 5. Elements at the more structural level of our

continuum are loosely connected to actual and symbolic

exclusion/inclusion as well as detection, prevention, and

treatment behavior. The looser the connection between a

structural and individual element, the less likely that a

structural intervention will ultimately influence behavior.

However, a structural intervention with a defined media-

tional path to behavior can exert an influence on behavior.

The political and scientific literature is replete with

examples of how tighter structural-individual connections

can be an effective way to induce HIV detection, preven-

tion, and treatments. For instance, interventions that

increase availability of and accessibility to resources nec-

essary to increase treatment (e.g., community HIV testing)
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are highly effective [22], whereas simply allocating funds

to an African country may never promote the desired

outcomes [39]. As another example, areas of the country

where the immigrant population grows rapidly are not

prepared to serve large numbers of individuals with dif-

ferent cultural and linguistic needs. As a result, the immi-

grant behavior is loosely connected to economic and social

factors in the region, and the disparities between accul-

turated and not acculturated immigrants are deeper [40].

Moreover, when local services exist but a group is isolated,

those services may be loosely connected to behavior.

Spanish-speaking Latinos with health insurance use health

services only when surrounded by a large Spanish-speaking

community who can alert them of the available services

[41].

Irreversibility is an important aspect when one attempts

to model change in HIV detection, prevention, and treat-

ment. As a general principle, a property that develops in a

system may become inaccessible to other properties that

could ‘undevelop’ it [8]. This property generally applies to

complex systems in which a single element would alter the

entire system configuration [8]. For example, it is easy to

imagine some beneficial behavioral effects could emerge

from an intervention that promoted socially scorning risky

behavior. However, increasing the financial resources of a

group is likely to have fairly unpredictable effects on

detection, prevention, and treatment of HIV, in part

because many of the effects of poverty (e.g., low education,

trauma, or poor mental and physical health) are difficult to

reverse. Consider for example a program providing small

loans to the poor in order to facilitate small commercial

enterprises [42]. In this model, a group of women meets

every week to make loan payments at commercial interest

rates, critiques each other’s business plans, and also pled-

ges to use birth control, boil their water, and carry out other

good health practices [42]. One unintended consequence of

this program is that group members deny entrance to

potential members who seem unable to fulfill repayment

requirements (e.g., the poorest, less skilled, and less self-

motivated), suggesting that not all social situations are

reversible [43, 44]. Therefore, the additional economic

resources entering the community cannot alter prior

structural limitations to the lives of the more marginalized

individuals [45].

Postulate 6. Not all changes in a system are reversible.

The effect of many structural factors is irreversible.

Loose connections can produce uncertain effects of one

system element on another, particularly within open sys-

tems. In fact, outside of artificial systems in which indi-

viduals are isolated and no outside input is allowed (e.g., a

residential lab), all systems surrounding human behavior

are open. The set of elements and processes an observer

extracts are themselves being influenced by out-of-the-

system elements. As a result, open systems have consid-

erable uncertainty, and any loosely connected elements

have particularly high uncertainty because more outside

elements can influence a long chain of events than a short

chain of events.

Postulate 7. By definition, open systems such as those

surrounding human behavior have a degree of unpredict-

ability. The unpredictability of the effect of an element on

another element increases when the two are loosely con-

nected. Therefore, the influence of structural interventions

on individual behavior can have considerable uncertainty.

There are many cases in which a well-intended struc-

tural intervention has unintended consequences. HIV

funding to African countries, for example, can increase

corruption while having minimal if any impact on HIV

detection, prevention, or treatment [39]. Also, the avail-

ability of efficacious treatments for HIV has been shown to

diminish the perceived severity of AIDS and to increase

risk behavior [46]. Luckily, however, some of the unin-

tended outcomes are socially beneficial, as is the case when

the availability of HIV treatment decreases HIV stigma

[47].

Unpredictability often entails entropy, or the tendency

for systems’ outputs to decline when the inputs have

remained the same. Entropy is a broad concept that has to

be considered when forecasting the evolution of changes

within a system. To begin, any analysis of the maintenance

of behavioral changes or the sustainability of a structural

intervention is curtailed by the system’s unpredictability.

Furthermore, the influence of an element that produces an

initial change is not stable over time and some of the effect

is lost over repeated occasions [48]. The effect of condom

provision at the beginning of an epidemic, for example,

may not be the same as it is after decades of the epidemic’s

progress, and any structural intervention probably needs to

be regularly bolstered with new elements or changes in the

elements that were initially manipulated. Just as booster

sessions are now common in individual-level programs [5],

booster-structural changes are likely to be necessary for

structural interventions to be up to the challenge of modi-

fying detection, prevention, and treatment of HIV.

Discussion

Theoretical models of health behavior provide a way to

both organize what is currently known about the factors

that shape people’s health behaviors and specify new

hypotheses regarding the processes that regulate behavior.

The processes emphasized by theories in turn impact

intervention practices because interventionists often turn to
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theoretical models for guidance regarding the design and

implementation of intervention strategies. The current state

of research and practice in HIV detection, prevention, and

treatment suggest the value of examining behavioral

determinants at different levels of analysis (i.e., individual,

dyadic, community/structural). To encourage the formula-

tion of theoretical models that cross levels of analysis,

structural, or higher-level, scientific interventions such as

the conference that preceded this supplement of AIDS &

Behavior are necessary to articulate how current research at

one level of analysis engages with work conducted at a

different level of analysis.

Sustained Behavioral and Health Outcomes

Intervention strategies must not only elicit initial changes

in people’s behavior and health, but also provide a

framework that enables people to sustain those changes—

in behavior and health—over time. To date, there has been

a growth in individual-level models that examine factors

that are important for sustained behavior change [49–53].

However, less consideration has been given to how pro-

cesses that regulate the interactions between individuals

and between people and their environments might be used

to leverage initial changes in individual behavior. There

has been a growing body of empirical findings suggesting

that health states and health practices coalesce within social

networks [54, 55], but little evidence for the processes

through which individuals influence each other. To what

extent is a person’s behavioral decisions affected by

another person’s beliefs or practices? Dyadic models may

help to examine this question as they provide a methodo-

logical and statistical framework for examining the influ-

ence of one’s own beliefs on behavior (i.e., target effects)

and the influence of another person’s beliefs on behavior

(i.e., partner effects). For example, whereas individual-

level models of health behavior have assessed people’s

perceptions of other people’s beliefs (i.e., social norms), a

dyadic model [3] may provide a way to differentiate

between two forms of interpersonal influence—one that

operates through the indirect effect of perceived norms (a

person’s behavior is affected by what she/he believes

another person thinks or feels) and the other that operates

through the direct effect of another person’s thoughts or

feelings.

As dyadic models can capture the reciprocal influence

that people have on each other, they may offer new

insights into the factors that regulate sustained behavior

change. In particular, the favorability of a partner or

friend’s psychological and behavioral response to a per-

son’s behavior may moderate the degree to which the

behavior is sustained over time. The impact of these

responses, especially negative reactions, may accrue over

time such that someone might be resilient in the face of

an initial negative reaction to the behavior, but have dif-

ficulty persisting with the behavior in the face of repeated

criticism or complaints. Tracking these reactions over

time may help to clarify the inconsistency sometimes

observed in people’s behavior, especially the observation

that people who have successfully modified their behavior

choose not to maintain the new pattern of behavior. What

might appear to be a gap between a person’s thoughts/

feelings and behavior may seem less discrepant when a

partner or friend’s thoughts and feelings are taken into

consideration.

More broadly, the integration of dyadic and individual

level models affords investigators with several opportuni-

ties that are likely to have a favorable effect on theory and

practice. First, the adoption of a dyadic framework pro-

vides a lens through which investigators may be more

attentive to the manner in which individuals may influence

each other, stimulating questions as to whether and how the

thoughts and feelings of one’s partners, friends, and co-

workers might influence each other. Second, a dyadic

approach provides a methodological and statistical frame-

work that can be adapted to test the influence of a broad

array of substantive predictors. Thus, it is not wedded to a

particular theoretical perspective and provides a way to

assess the relative contributions of different predictors. In

fact, a dyadic model does not require a partner’s effect, it

merely provides a way to systematically examine the

magnitude of this effect. If this magnitude is not signifi-

cant, the dyadic model is simply supplanted by an indi-

vidual level model.

The stability of the outcomes of HIV behavioral inter-

ventions also depends on an understanding of the processes

that affect behaviors from the most distal to more proximal

levels of influence. Whereas structural influences are

assumed to regulate the actions of large numbers of indi-

viduals and can produce cost-effective, durable behavior

changes [56–59], proximal influences, if unaddressed, can

still alter the strength and stability of behavior changes

stemming from structural efforts. To be sure, given the

urgency of reducing new HIV infections, structural inter-

ventions are often implemented without consideration of

other factors and regardless of psychological and social

consequences that may offset the intervention benefits. For

instance, programs may encourage women to protect

themselves but fail to induce their partners to accept the

women’s initiatives. Likewise, circumcision campaigns

may be implemented regardless of their effects on men’s

willingness to engage in risk behavior over time [60].

Intervention measures that do not consider the processes

that may take place between the different levels of influ-

ence may backfire, have null effects on behavior, or result

in unstable outcomes over time [60].
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The paucity of multilevel approaches to behavior change

in the domain of HIV stems in part from the difficulty of

studying relations among very different levels of influences

on behavior [7]. Integrating multiple-level influences

requires methods that capture the processes that take place

between distal and proximal antecedents of HIV-related

behaviors and translate them into meaningful predictions.

Observations of the trajectory of the AIDS epidemic and

between-region comparisons have helped to identify the

impact of several structural factors on the course of the

HIV epidemic (e.g., increases in HIV prevalence during

war [61] or higher HIV prevalence associated with income

inequality [62, 63]). Prospective studies following struc-

tural changes could further discover how different levels of

factors respond to new structural configurations. Whereas

these studies may not have optimal internal validity, they

may serve as a tool to develop hypotheses that can be

examined in more rigorous trials at later times.

A multilevel approach to HIV-related behaviors can

provide researchers and interventionists with insights on

how structural factors affect interpersonal relationships and

individuals’ motivations and skills. Adjusting interven-

tions, whether multilevel or not, with this knowledge can

inform more sustainable behavior change strategies and

allow for decisions about disseminating intervention efforts

to different settings and situations.

Strategies for Intervention Dissemination

To date, investigators who have been working at the

individual level have strived to generate a body of evidence

that specific individual-level constructs (e.g., attitudes,

self-efficacy) and intervention strategies that target those

constructs are effective means to promote healthy behavior.

Yet, when an evidence base has accumulated in support of

a particular intervention strategy, how does an investigator

determine the likelihood that the intervention would be

effective when used with a different population or in a

different setting? Individual-level models that specify the

psychological processes that underlie people’s behavioral

decisions typically provide guidance as they explicitly or

implicitly assume that the intra-psychic processes delin-

eated in the model are robust across populations and set-

tings. By forging connections between factors that operate

at the structural and the interpersonal level, theoretical

models can be developed that inform judgments regarding

the applicability of a particular intervention strategy. For

example, variability in the material resources available to

members of community or the daily demands or stressors

that must be dealt with might mitigate people’s ability to

prioritize health concerns or, even when health issues are

deemed important, their ability to translate good intentions

into behavior. With this information in hand, investigators

may be better able to specify the intervention strategies that

are and are not most likely to be effective under those

conditions.
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